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Abstract

PLEASE is an Ada-based, executable specification language which supports a formal development method similar to VDM. Like ANNA, PLEASE allows software to be annotated with formulae written in predicate logic; annotations can be used in proofs of correctness and to generate run-time assertion checks. PLEASE differs from ANNA by restricting the logic used in annotations to Horn clauses; therefore, PLEASE specifications can also be transformed into prototypes which use Prolog to "execute" pre- and post-conditions. We believe the early production of executable prototypes will enhance the development process. We also believe the restriction to Horn clauses will allow us to build on the significant research being performed on logic-based programming languages and databases. In this paper we give an overview of PLEASE, present an example specification, describe the translation of PLEASE specifications into Prolog procedures, and discuss some of the techniques used to obtain acceptable efficiency in the resultant prototypes.

1. Introduction

The production of software is both difficult and expensive. One of the largest problems is quality; many of the systems produced do not satisfy their purchasers in either functionality, performance or reliability. In many development methods, the first step is the creation of a specification which precisely describes the properties and qualities of the software to be constructed [13]. Many specification methods have been previously proposed, designed or put into use [1, 3, 15, 16, 18, 19, 32, 47, 48]. Unfortunately, with current methods there is no guarantee that the specification correctly or completely describes the customer's desires; the users of the system may not really know what they want, and they may be unable to communicate their desires to the development team. It has been suggested that prototyping and the use of executable specification languages can enhance the communication between customers and developers [12, 20, 23, 24, 49]; providing prototypes for experimentation and evaluation should enhance the software development process.

One approach to specification involves annotating a program with formulae written in predicate logic. Annotations formally state conditions that must hold at different points in the program's execution. For example, ANNA
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[28, 29] is an annotated version of Ada. In ANNA, assertions can specify properties that must hold for all values of a type, invariants for loops, or the pre- and post-conditions for procedures. PLEASE [38, 41, 45] is similar to ANNA, but restricts the logic used in annotations to Horn clauses: a subset of predicate logic which is also the basis for Prolog [9, 10]. This approach allows pre- and post-conditions to be translated into Prolog procedures. We feel this approach will allow us to build upon the significant research being performed on logic-based programming languages [2, 8, 17, 26] and data bases [14, 31, 35]. We also feel that the combination of Horn clause and equational theories will support the construction of powerful knowledge-based tools [44]. PLEASE is part of ENCOMPASS, an environment which supports formal software development using methods similar to VDM [6, 22].

In section two of this paper we give an overview of this ENCOMPASS, and in section three we describe the design of PLEASE in more detail. In section four we present an example PLEASE specification, and in section five we discuss the translation from PLEASE specifications to Prolog procedures. In section six, we summarize, admit the actual status of the implementation, and draw some conclusions from our work so far.

2. VDM and ENCOMPASS

The Vienna Development Method (VDM) supports the top-down development of software specified in a notation suitable for formal verification [4, 6, 7, 11, 21, 22, 33, 36]. In this method, components are first written using a combination of conventional programming languages and predicate logic. To increase the expressive power of specifications, the high-level types set, list, and map are added to the language. These abstract components are then incrementally refined into components in an implementation language. The refinements are performed one at a time, and each is verified before another is applied; therefore, the final components produced by the development satisfy the original specifications. Since each refinement step is small, design and implementation errors can be detected and corrected sooner and at lower cost. VDM is used in industrial environments to enhance the development process [7, 33, 36]. The method is in wide enough use that considerable resources are being devoted to the construction of environments for its support [5].

ENCOMPASS [39, 40, 42] is an integrated environment to support incremental software development in a manner similar to VDM. ENCOMPASS extends VDM with the use of executable specifications and testing-based verification methods. It automates these techniques and integrates them as smoothly as possible into the traditional life-cycle. In ENCOMPASS, the traditional life-cycle is extended to include a separate phase for user validation;
the design and implementation processes are also combined into a single refinement phase. In ENCOMPASS, a development passes through the phases planning, requirements definition, validation, refinement and system integration. In ENCOMPASS, software is specified using a combination of natural language and PLEASE [38, 41, 45]. PLEASE specifications may be used in proofs of correctness; they also may be transformed into prototypes which use Prolog [10] to "execute" pre- and post-conditions. These prototypes have many uses. To enhance validation, they may be subjected to a series of tests, or be delivered to the customers for experimentation and evaluation. Prototypes can be used to verify the correctness of refinements using testing techniques. Also, PLEASE prototypes can be used in experiments performed to guide the design process.

3. PLEASE

PLEASE is designed to satisfy a number of sometimes conflicting goals. First, it allows the implementation of software using a conventional (in other words imperative) programming language. At present, we are using Ada [46] as the base language. Second, PLEASE allows the specification of software using pre- and post-conditions written in predicate logic. Third, the language allows the rapid, automatic construction of executable prototypes from these specifications. Unfortunately, there is a conflict between the second and third goals. In one sense, the more powerful the logic used in the specifications, the less effort required to specify systems. However, the more powerful the logic, the greater the effort required to construct prototypes with acceptable efficiency.

For example, a fairly powerful specification method could use pre- and post-conditions written in the full first-order, predicate logic. Unfortunately, the validity problem for first-order logic is undecidable [27, 30]. Therefore, if we allow full first-order logic to be used for the specifications, in some cases we will be unable to construct prototypes which are guaranteed to terminate [43]. A general purpose, resolution theorem prover for first-order logic could be used to construct prototypes; however, the performance of these prototypes would be very poor. The emergence of logic programming as a technology, most notably Prolog [10], suggests a good compromise. Although many implementations show significant deviations [37], a "pure" Prolog interpreter can be viewed as a resolution theorem prover [9, 10]. By restricting the logic used to allow efficient Prolog implementations, reasonable specification power is combined with implementation efficiency.
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Prolog is much more efficient than general purpose theorem provers; to achieve this, several concessions were made. First, Prolog is based on Horn clauses [9, 10]. Horn clauses allow a much more efficient implementation, but represent only a subset of first-order logic. A limitation of Prolog is that there is no way to state that a predicate is not true for a particular value. The solution used is the closed world assumption: if a goal is not provably true, then it is assumed to be false. While this is acceptable for Horn clauses, it can cause inconsistencies for full first-order logic [35]. We do not believe the closed world assumption is suitable for software engineering applications. We view software development as an incremental process in which each step adds more information about the system being built to an incomplete knowledge-base. We believe it is necessary to distinguish between formulae that are provably true, provably false, or not provably either.

Prolog is also implemented using a depth-first search strategy and clauses are considered in the order they appear textually. This allows a very efficient implementation and enables the programmer to control the search process in a simple manner. At the beginning of our work, PLEASE specifications were purely declarative; we felt the addition of an operational semantics to PLEASE would simply complicate matters. Our experience leads us to believe this is not practical; it is too difficult to automatically construct a prototype from a purely declarative specification. PLEASE now allows the programmer the control the order in which clauses are evaluated in a manner similar to Prolog. We believe that we can allow the programmer to force evaluation and "cut" branches from the search without destroying the declarative semantics of the specification.

Another feature is that PLEASE supports the rigorous [22] development of programs: parts of a system can be developed using completely formal methods, while other, less critical parts are constructed using less expensive techniques. Development using PLEASE is not limited to the subset for which formal descriptions have been created2. Systems can be constructed using all the features of Ada, including task types and pointers; however, only the parts of the system consisting entirely of formally described constructs can be verified or prototyped using the Prolog translation techniques. We are continuing to extend the set of constructs formally defined. We feel this is an reasonable approach to introducing formal methods into practical development. We believe that formal understanding of components will prove useful even if entire systems do not yield to such methods.

In order to further clarify the concepts and design of PLEASE, we will present an example specification.

---

2 for a more complete discussion of this issue see [43].
4. An Example Specification

For example, Figure 1 shows a simplified version of a PLEASE specification developed in cooperation with the Aracadia Project, a research effort into environments to support the notion of process programming [34]. The

```plaintext
type object_rec is record
    Name : name_type ;
    Object : obj_handle ;
    Info : info_type ;
end record ;

task object_manager is

    --: property Objects : set of object_rec ;
    --| where for all Obj1,Obj2 : object_rec =>
    --| member(Obj1,Objects) and member(Obj2,Objects) and
    --| ( Obj1.Name = Obj2.Name or Obj1.Object = Obj2.Object )
    --| -> Obj1 = Obj2 ;

    --: Obj0 : constant object_rec ;

    entry create( User : in user_type ; Name : in name_type ) ;
        --| where in ( "not member((Name,_,_),Objects) and can_create(User,Name) ) ,
        --| out( is_okinfo(no_info,User,create,(Info:info_type))
        --| and is_initial_object((Obj:object_handle)) and
        --| Objects = insert((Name,Obj,Info,in(Objects)) ) ) ;

    entry destroy( User : in user_type ; Name : in name_type ) ;
        --| where in ( Obj0.Name = Name and member(Obj0,Objects) and
        --| can_destroy(User,Obj0) ) ,
        --| out( Objects = delete(Obj0,in(Objects)) ) ;

    entry open( User : in user_type ; Name : in name_type ; Handle : out obj_handle ) ;
        --| where in ( Obj0.Name = Name and member(Obj0,Objects) and
        --| can_open(User,Obj0) ) ,
        --| out( (Obj:object_rec).Name = Name and
        --| Obj0.Object = Obj0.Object = Handle and
        --| is_okinfo(Obj0.Info,User,open,Obj.Info) and
        --| Objects = insert(Obj,(delete(Obj0,in(Objects)))) ) ;

    entry close( User : in user_type ; Name : in name_type ) ;
        --| where in ( Obj0.Name = Name and member(Obj0,Objects) and
        --| can_close(User,Obj0) ) ,
        --| out( (Obj:object_rec).Name = Name and Obj0.Object = Obj0.Object and
        --| is_okinfo(Obj0.Info,User,close,Obj.Info) and
        --| Objects = insert(Obj,(delete(Obj0,in(Objects)))) ) ;

end object_manager ;
```

Figure 1. PLEASE specification of object manager task
specification defines a task `object_manager` which supports the operations `create`, `destroy`, `open`, and `close`. For the purpose of specification, the task has a `virtual state` consisting of a set of object records. Each item of type `object_rec` has three fields: the name of the object, a pointer to the object, and some information on the objects history being kept by the manager. The set of object records has an `invariant` stating that no two names refer to the same object, and no two objects have the same name.

The specification makes use of `predicates` which are defined elsewhere. In PLEASE, a `predicate` definition syntactically resembles a procedure and may contain local type, variable, function or predicate definitions. Predicate definitions describe acceptable tuples in a format which has an simple translation into Prolog procedures. For example, the predicate `can_create(User,Name)` is true only if `User` is allowed to create an object called `Name`. Similarly, the predicate `is_okinfo(Oldinfo,User,Op,Newinfo)` is true only if `Newinfo` is the correct history information for an object which had history `Oldinfo` before `User` performed `Op`, and `is_initial_object` is true only for the "empty" object.

In Ada, inter-task communication is accomplished with `rendezvous` at entry points. `Object_manager` has an entry for each operation it provides; other tasks will call these entries to initiate a rendezvous. Each entry in `object_manager` has a pre-condition, which states the conditions necessary for a rendezvous to begin, and a post-condition, which states the conditions which must hold when the rendezvous is complete. In the specification, the state before execution begins is denoted by `in(...)`, while the state after execution has completed is denoted by `out(...)`. For example, the pre-condition for `create` states that there is no record for an object called `Name`\(^3\) and that `User` has the proper permissions. The post condition for `create` states that an initialized object called `Name` has been created with the proper history information. Similarly, the pre-condition for `destroy` states that there is an object with the specified name and `User` is authorized to destroy it. The post-condition for `destroy` states that the object has been deleted from the set of object records\(^4\).

5. Producing Prototypes from PLEASE Specifications

PLEASE specifications can be automatically translated into prototypes written in a combination of Prolog and Ada. The predicates and pre- and post-conditions are translated into Prolog procedures, which are executed by an

\(^3\) `can` is a closed world not, which in this case is acceptable.

\(^4\) Since `Obj0` is a constant, it must be the same in the input and output states.
interpreter in the current implementation. When a procedure is called, the in parameters are converted to the Prolog representation and the call is passed to the interpreter. When the Prolog procedure completes, the out parameters are converted to the Ada representation and the original call returns. Tools in the ENCOMPASS environment perform the translation and generate code to handle I/O and other implementation level details. The Prolog procedure simply "executes" the pre- and post-conditions. The notion of execution is quite different for pre- and post-conditions. Executing a pre-condition involves checking that given data satisfies a logical expression. Executing a post-condition means finding data that satisfies a logical expression.

Viewing Prolog as a theorem prover, execution can be seen as proving a formula of the form $\exists \overline{X} \ p(\overline{X})$ by finding an example $\overline{a}$ such that $p(\overline{a})$ is true. Using this model, the translation from PLEASE predicates to Prolog code is simply a sequence of transformations between equivalent formulae. The only complication is that terms are unraveled into conjunctions of relations to provide a reasonable notion of equality\(^5\). Briefly, we assume that for each function $f(\overline{x})$, there exists a relation $F(\overline{x},y)$ such that $f(\overline{x})=y$ iff $F(\overline{x},y)$. We unravel the formula $P(\ldots f(\overline{x})\ldots)$ into the equivalent formula $\exists t \ (F(\overline{x},t) \land P(\ldots t\ldots))$\(^6\). The prototypes produced by this translation process are partially correct \cite{27,30} with respect to the specifications. In general it is not possible to extend our approach to total correctness \cite{43}. Although the Prolog procedures produced by our translation process have the proper logical properties, there is no guarantee that they will terminate. In the last step of the translation process, a number of heuristic transformations are used on the Prolog procedures to increase the chances of termination.

The translation process assumes the existence of procedures for pre-defined operations such as addition and multiplication or simple manipulation of lists. It also is assumed that these procedures will run "forward" or "backward"; in other words, it is assumed that the procedures will find an acceptable tuple of the relation for any combination of instantiated or uninstantiated parameters. The efficiency of the prototypes produced is dependent on the efficiency of these procedures. For example, a naive approach would define the natural numbers in a manner similar to Peano's axioms \cite{43}. This simple approach results in procedures which run forward and backward\(^7\), but the time complexity of addition is $O(n)$\(^8\) and multiplication is $O(n^2)$. To achieve acceptable efficiency we must utilize the $O(1)$ machine operations available to perform these operations. For natural numbers, this can be achieved by the

\(^5\) For a more complete explanation of the translation process see \cite{41,43}.
\(^6\) for other solutions to the equality problem for Prolog see \cite{17,25}.
\(^7\) although they are not guaranteed to terminate.
\(^8\) where $n$ is the size of the numbers to be added.
hand coding of Prolog procedures. We feel that one of the keys to efficiency in our approach is the use of pre-defined operations which have been hand optimized for performance.

6. Summary, Status and Conclusions

Traditional methods do not ensure the production of correct software. VDM [6, 22, 33] is a method which is used in industrial settings to enhance software development. In VDM, software is first specified using a combination of programming languages and predicate logic. These abstract components are then refined into components in an implementation language. ENCOMPASS [39, 40, 42] is an integrated environment which supports software development using executable specifications and formal techniques similar to VDM. In ENCOMPASS, software is first specified using a combination of natural language and PLEASE [38, 41, 45], an Ada-based, wide spectrum, executable specification and design language. PLEASE specifications can be used in proofs of correctness; they can also be transformed into prototypes which use Prolog to "execute" pre and post-conditions. We feel the early production of prototypes will increase customer/developer communication and enhance the software development process.

PLEASE and ENCOMPASS have been under development since 1984; a prototype implementation has been operational since 1986. PLEASE and ENCOMPASS have been used to develop a number of small programs, including specification, prototyping, and mechanical verification. The subset of PLEASE now formally described includes: the if, while, and assignment statements; procedure calls with in, out or in out parameters; and a small set of types including natural numbers, lists and characters. The initial implementation of PLEASE runs under Berkeley Unix® on Sun workstations. The Prolog interpreter and Ada program run as separate processes and communicate through pipes9. This implementation is expensive; for example, a procedure call from Ada to Prolog costs about forty milliseconds (excluding parameter conversion, which is O(n) in the size of the parameters). We are constructing an improved implementation in which the Prolog interpreter and Ada program share run-time data structures (thus reducing the procedure call overhead to O(1)).

The work described in this paper has just completed the "proof of concept" stage. Even at this early point, we feel we have shown that specifications combining imperative languages and logic programming are a promising basis for a development methodology. As the specifications are both executable and formally based, the

---

9 Pipes are a buffering mechanism implemented in Unix.
equivalence between specification and implementation can be determined using either testing or proof techniques.

We believe we can build upon the significant research being performed on logic-based programming languages [8, 17] and data bases [14, 31], and construct powerful knowledge-based tools [44]. We have drawn some conclusions from our experience. We believe that pure Horn clauses are not sufficient for software specification; we do not believe the closed world assumption is suitable for software engineering applications. We feel that the automatic construction of prototypes from purely declarative specifications is not practical; we feel we can add an operational semantics without destroying the declarative semantics of specifications. We believe that the use of future languages similar to PLEASE will enhance the specification, design and development of software.
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